Donations Needed: SOSEN CEO Lynn Gilmore Appears on Paula Gloria Show

by Lynn Gilmore

Every so often, we put out a call for donations or membership dues or both, and usually with little response. There are a lot of people out there and on our forums that have big ideas on what SOSEN should be doing, but when it comes down to forking over the funds to help achieve those lofty goals, not many step up to the plate.

It’s understandable; the notion to sit on the side lines and watch others go to bat for you, a lot of us do it. You’re probably waiting for the coast to clear and any sign of trouble to go away before you are willing to stick your neck out there and get more involved. A lot of you are waiting until our numbers grow enough before you will begin to participate. Again, this is understandable, but with over 750,000 families on the national sex offender registry, I would think we would have more soldiers in our midst to help us win the war against sex offenders than we have. If we all sit around waiting for others to make the first move, nothing will ever get accomplished.

Currently, SOSEN has just over 200 members on the forum, and of those, maybe a handful are actively posting on our forum every day. I don’t even do it. I am working in other capacities on other projects, not the least of which is this newsletter.

If you wonder why we don’t have more members, it’s because we go in and delete old or unused accounts. We prefer to keep the membership count accurate and people who joined years ago but haven’t been back really shouldn’t be counted. Besides, anyone who has found their account deleted can always come back and apply for a new account. When I first joined SOSEN, I didn’t post, I only read, and after a few weeks, I quit coming to the forum all together. After a certain amount of time had passed, even my account was deleted! It was no trouble to create a new one.

One of the things members have suggested we do is get out there more publicly and be interviewed and talk about how ineffective sex offender legislation really is. These opportunities do not come every day, and after my experience with Dr. Drew last fall, I learned that just because an opportunity comes up doesn’t mean I should take it. We all need to be careful with the media and choose only those that would serve us well and put us in the best light, being fair and open minded about the issues.

Such an opportunity has come my way. Author Ken Kish (Despised Things) has been working with Paula Gloria to do a show on her program in New York City on April 21, 2012.

Continued on Page 2
Remember, it's not Punishment

by Randy English

In 2003 the sex offender registry was found to be civil/regulatory and not punishment. This ruling by the Supreme Court of the United States, known as Smith V. Doe is the backbone for politicians when enacting new legislation targeting former sex offenders.

Since 2003 the limits of this ruling have been tested in courts across the land. It seems that legislators are more than ready to ignore the constitution for this one group, sex offenders.

For a moment let’s look at some things that have been added to the registry that, had they been in place in 2003, would have forced SCOTUS to rule the registry punitive and unconstitutional.

Residency Restrictions – In most states residency restrictions have been forced on former offenders. In many cases this is a violation of ex-post-fact law. It is not a scientific approach to protecting children. Many studies by qualified professionals have proven that residency restrictions are ineffective, counterproductive.

We Need Your Help!

SOSEN is an all-volunteer organization; we do not have any paid staff.

All donations go directly to our cause.

We are also tax exempt; all contributions may be tax deductible.

HOW CAN I HELP?

Please keep me informed:
(Optional & Anonymous)

Name: ____________________________
Address: _________________________
Phone: _____________________________
Email: _____________________________

Please specify what donation is designated for, if any:

☐ $5 ☐ $10 ☐ $20
☐ $100 ☐ $___________

Please send all contributions to: SOSEN, PO box 235, Dixon, IL 61021

Thank you for your support, any contributions provided to our struggle is greatly appreciated and helps us a long way.

Anonymous Donations Accepted
terms of use statements to banish this one group from their ranks.

One website, Facebook, is a primary source of reaching the public by political leaders and government entities, not to mention private business. By disallowing sex offenders from Facebook they are in effect discriminating against them.

A newly proposed law targeting sex offenders in New York is gaining popularity. The proposal is to keep sex offenders out of video gaming activities on the internet. This proposal is being hailed as a way to further protect children on-line. However no statistical evidence exists that provides proof that this extra restriction will protect anyone. In the internet world today it is not only children that play online games. The facts show that many of those games should be off limits to children under 18 years as they hold a mature rating. So who will be protected by kicking an adult out of a game site made for adults?

Collecting Internet Identifiers — Every person in the United States is afforded the protection of the right to free speech and along with that is anonymous speech. Everyone except former offenders that is. This requirement attached to the registry disallows former offenders the right to comment on blogs, anomalously, regarding political and social issues. It opens them to reprisals from political and law enforcement and vigilantes, merely for exercising their first amendment rights. What backing from science does this law have in protecting children? It is civil or punitive?

The registry is triggered by a conviction for breaking a criminal law and only that small group (sex offenders) are affected by the restrictions and requirements that pertain to the registry. No other group is affected in the same manner.

But for a moment let’s ask the question; Are these restrictions and requirements civil/regulatory or punitive/punishment?

Defining Civil:

Civil law is for such things as marriage licenses and parking fines. These laws work equally for all people, not just for one group of people. Civil = If you (any person) fails to pay a parking ticket you get a fine or your car gets towed. Works equally for all people.

The registry and its many far reaching laws now attached to it bring a kind of intensive supervision that would normally be directed at those on probation or parole, and no one else. This intensive supervision is considered part of the punishment (punitive) the person receives for their conviction. However for former offenders this supervision is renamed and called “civil”. This is the crux of the matter. Simply put, lawmakers are playing a game of change the name. Legislators, the media and everyone else are fully well aware that the registry has become punitive; it is far more restrictive than the laws that were in place when Smith v. Doe was heard by SCOTUS. The registry is now more restrictive in many ways than probation/parole restrictions and those restrictions, by definition are punitive.

Defining Punitive:

If a former offender fails to register or triggers any of the registry requirements they are punished severely, in most cases receiving prison sentences and a felony conviction. This is clearly punitive. But let’s prove it.

By definition of current P&P probation/parole laws are punitive. Sex offender registry laws now equal P&P restrictions and requirements. Residence restrictions (P&P and former sex offender (SO) requirements), banishments (uniquely former sex offenders), Forced to live under bridges as part of the law (SO only) employment restrictions (P&P and SO), travel restrictions (P&P and SO), social discriminations on-line (SO only), free speech impediments on-line (SO only), NO ZONES (SO only)

It is all so clear, the registry is now punitive but holds the title as regulatory. In time a case will come before SCOTUS and those justices will be forced to uphold the constitution and tell lawmakers that they crossed the line so far that the registry in not just mildly punitive it is overly unconstitutionally punitive by anyone’s definition.

The question then is uncomplicated, “what side of the U.S. Constitution do you want to be on?” “Are you a patriot in name only?” The constitution was written for every American.

SOSEN’S Annual Open Meeting June 24

by Lynn Gilmore

Once a year, SOSEN has an “open meeting” in a conference call format, and this year the meeting will be held Sunday night, June 24, 2012. We will be using our American Reality Check “channel” on Talkshoe which will be open to everyone. You can either call in or just listen to the call on the internet. The chat room will be available simultaneously, so anyone listening via the internet can still ask questions or comment using the chat room. This is a great format for all who want to ask questions, comment or just listen in.

The meeting will begin at 7 p.m. eastern time, 6 p.m. central time, so please, everyone, plan to attend. Mark your calendars! This is a great time to hear what direction SOSEN is going in and this will be a great opportunity to share your ideas. We encourage your participation.

To attend, please visit http://goo.gl/QXnhD or call (724) 444-7444, Call ID: 29521 any time just before or during the meeting.
There is no such thing as a dispensable person anywhere in this country. We must quit treating them as such.

~David Keenan,
Former Chief, Teslin Tlingit Council

SOSEN
IS WORKING TO MAINTAIN THE CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS FOR ALL OF OUR CITIZENS
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